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ScHIPPS -How EH ALLIANCE

1013 THIRTEENTH ST. NW.

WASHINGTON 5. D. C. May 27(, 1958

Dr. Albert B. Sabtn
Children's Hospital
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio

P. S. I'm enclosing a at amped ,
return of the corrected copy.

.: ......•

( RegA~

~,tlcience Writer.

self-addre ed envelope for the
Thanks ag n.

Dear Dr. Sabin:

Enclosed is the que st.Lon-sand-canawer smmmary I have prepared on the
basis of the interview you were so kind to grant me in Cincinnati
last week. I hope you will find it essentially accurate.

I wouLd appreciate your noting any suggested changes, at your
earlie st conv en ie rc e , and returning the copy to me so that proper
corrections can be made before the story is distributed to the
Scripp s-Ho.,rard papers.

As you may know, Scr-I pp a-Howar-d has both the Cincinnati Post and
t~e K~ntucky Post (a special edition of the Cincy Post) in your
area. We also have papers in New York, Pittsburgh, Washington,
Cleveland, Columbus, Knoxville, Indianapolis, Evansville, Birming-
ham, Houston, Fort Worth, El Paso, Albuquerque, Denver, Jv1emphi8
and San Francisco.

I realize I didn It incorpor ate all of th e fa cts you supplie d me
or all of the opinions you voiced. But these three pages are
about as much as I can s que eze into any of our papers at one tire
so, from the pra~tical standpoint, it is .vise to restrict myself
to this quota.



May 29. 1958

Questions by John Troan

Answer s by Sabin

Q. Dr. Sabin, the expert committee on poliomyelitis of

the World Health Organization last year recommended that a

polio vaccine which you have developed be tested in places

where the Salk vaccine isn tt being used. Are such tests being

conducted now?

A. Yes. Trials in increasingly larger numbers of

children, under the direction of loc al , highly qualified

scientists are now under way in Mexico City and in Leningrad.

Russia. Smaller scale tests are being conducted in Holland.

Chile, Sweden and England. Special studies are also in progress

in U. S. laboratorie s - - - in Cincinnati, New Orleans and

New Haven.
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Q. How doe s your vaccine differ from the Salk vaccine?

A. The Salk vaccine is prepared from virulent polioviruses

that are killed by formaldehyde and the material is then administered

by injection. In my vac c ine , specially selected strains of live

virus that are deprived of their capacity to produce paralysis are

given by mouth.

A. Not if properly attenuated viruse s are used. The

Q. But isn't live poliovirus apt to harm a person?

viruses we now use in the vaccine have been specially selected

in our laboratory to meet the requirements of safety and potency.

after 4 year s of te sts on thousands of monkeys. chimpanzee s

and large numbers of human volunteers. These viruses can

multiply in the intestinal tract and produce immunity but cannot

damage the nervous system.
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Q. Isn't this the sarne principle that applies to the

Salk shots?

A. No. In the Salk vaccine the viruse s are killed and

cannot rrrultiply in the body. It is, therefore, necessary to

give rnany injections at certain intervals to provide the body

with enough "virus mat er ial." to ati rnul ate the defense rne ch ani srn s ,

Irnrnuni ty produced by the Salk vaccine can protect against paralysis

but not against infection of the inte stinal tract, while natural

infection and the harmle s s infection produced by live-virus vaccine

taken by rriouth produces an imrnuni ty in the intestinal tract.

Q. What is the practical significance of this?

A. The practical significance is that children who have been

i.mrnuni zed by the Salk vaccine can still be corrie infected with

poliovirus and spread it to their parents and other s who rnay not

be irnrnune . The chain of infection is thus maintained in a cornmuni ty
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and the polioviruses continue to be present to infect those

who are not imrnune or who may lose the immunity they

acquired from the Salk vaccine.

Q. Doe sn It the Salk vaccine provide life time

protection?

A. There is at present no evidence that any killed

virus vaccine produces long lasting immunity and there is

nothing to indicate that a killed poliovirus vaccine may behave

differently. There is already evidence that a certain proportion

of children who have received 3 doses of Salk vaccine have no

demonstrable antibodie s in their blood 5 months to one year

after the third shot and many physicians are inclined to give a

fourth dose under the se circumstance s . In view of the fact that

the incidence of polio is different in different years it may take

3 to 5 years before it may be known whether 3 doses of Salk

vaccine are enough to protect for several years.
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Q. What is the evidence that your live virus vaccine

will produce immunity of long duration?

A. The only thing we know is that natural infection.

the process by which the vast majority of the population becomes

~, '(,(' r 0('1 ;,\..•....,.=! I( c(
) ,,',.

immune to polio without ~-knuwing·tl'ra1: 1:h'ey-nav'e had-any

illness. provides an immunity that appears to be life-long. A.

fortunate series of tests by Dr. John Paul of Yale and his

associates on an isolated community of Eskimos has shown

that this long-lasting immunity is not dependent on repeated

reinfections with the virus. Insofar as the live virus vaccine

reproduce s the natural infection of the inte stinal tract there

is reason to expect that the resulting immunity may be of

similar long duration. There is also reason to expect that if

large enough numbers of the population are immunized with

live virus vaccine the resulting immunity of the intestinal

tract would prevent the spread and perpetuation of the naturally
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occurring virulent viruse s.

Q. Do you believe that the potency of your vaccine has

been e stabli shed?

A. Yes. This has been established by tests on hundreds

of human being s.

Q. Last year Dr. Dick of BeIfa st , Ireland .• reported that

an attenuated poliovirus that he gave to human beings. in whom

it produced no harmful effects. could neverthele s s be shown by

laboratory tests to have become very much more virulent. In

fact he said: "Lt went in like a lamb and came out like a lion".

What information is there on the behavior of your strains of

virus in this respect?

A. Dr. Dick worked with a strain of virus from another

laboratory that had been attenuated by a different method. During

the course of our 4 years of study we eliminated many strains of
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virus that behaved in a rnann er sirn ilar to that reported by

Dr. Dick. Extensive tests which we have carried out in hurrian

beings in thi s country and which have been confi r rne d by other

worker s abroad show that the strains that I arn now using in the

live poliovirus vaccine r em ai.n highly attenuated after passage

through the hurn an inte stinal tract.

Q. Do you feel it safe to try th ern on hurrian s now?

A. The te sts cornp le ted early in 1957 gave every indication

that the se strains should be safe for hum an being s and the expert

comrni tte e on poIiorrryeIi ti s of the World Health Organization

concurred in this when it r-ecorrrrriended that the t irn e had COITle

for hurn an tests on a large scale with strains of virus that had

the propertie s of those incorporated in the vaccine that I had

prepared. My wife and 2 young children who were without

irnrnunity to any of the 3 types of polio, as well as rny se lf , were
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among the fir st to swallow portions of the large lots of vaccine

that have since been used in increasingly larger numbers of human

beings.

Q. How is this vaccine administered?

A. The vaccine is diluted and 2 drops are added to a

teaspoonful of cherry syrup. You simply swallow th i s teaspoonful

A. No. Each type has to be given separately at intervals

of syrup and that is all there is to the vaccination.

Q. Are all the 3 types given at the same time?

of not less than 3 weeks in order to avoid interference. Each

virus must multiply well in the inte stine for at least several

weeks for the proper development of immunity.

Q. To how many people has the vaccine now been fed?

A. The largest number to have received it thus far has

been in Mexico City where approximately 4~000 children under
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6 years of age have already received all 3 types. Several

hundred persons have had it in the U. S. and in Holland.

T rials on a larger scale are in progre s s in the Soviet Union

with portions of the same large lots of vaccine that I have

distributed to qualified investigators in other parts of the

world.

Q. Aren't the Russians using the Salk vaccine?

A. Ye s , They have prepared a Salk type of vaccine

but here too they have been using attenuated strains which they

received from me instead of the virulent viruses that are still

being used in the preparation of the Salk vaccine in the U. S.

The Salk type of vaccine has been administered to several million

children in the Soviet Union but tests are also in progress with

live virus vaccine.
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Q. What about live virus vaccine studies in the United

States?

A. The studies that have been carried out in my laboratory

as well as by Dr. John Paul and his associates at Yale and by Dr.

John Fox of Tulane were designed to determine whether live virus

vaccine would be effective in persons who had previously received

Salk vaccine. These studies have already clearly shown that

live virus vaccine can be effective even in persons who had 4 doses

of Salk vaccine.

Q. How long do you think it will be before a deci sion can

be reached regarding the be st way to provide long-lasting immunity

against poliomyelitis?

A. Probably 3 to 5 year s , In that time field experience

should indicate what proportion of those who have had only 3 doses

of Salk vaccine may have lost their immunity. By that time there
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should also be enough information regarding the safety of live

virus vaccine when used on a very large scale. Even if the

Salk vaccine should prove to be effective for as long a period

as 5 years there are still many parts of the world in which it

would not be economical to use such a vaccine. The amount of

scale tests of live virus vaccine prove that it is harmless it will

culture fluid required to make one dose of Salk vaccine is enough

for 100 doses of the live virus vaccine. Accordingly. if large

be possible to extend immunization against poliomyelitis on a

world-wide basis. In the countries v.here Salk vaccine has

already been used consideration will have to be given to feeding

of live virus vaccine instead of the administration of booster

injections if field experience should prove them to be necessary.


